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MEET THE OWNER

Hey there , Im Chris. Im a videographer based in Brentwood, Essex 
specialising in wedding videography. I started my filmmaking 

journey creating music videos for artists, but more recently 
transitioning into creating beautiful, cinematic wedding videos for 

couples.

M creative process is focused on your needs and wishes. I want to 
know the story behind why you are celebrating this incredible life 

moment, and what it really means to you. That is part of your story, 
and I feel that it is important to understand your unique story, so 

that I can document it perfectly.

My videography style is certainly artistic, cool and cinematic whilst 
still telling a story throughout. I also like to use old school vintage 

effects and transitions to parts of the video keep my consistent style.

I really look forward to meeting you and hearing about your special 
day!

Chris Jerome James
INSTAGRAM:

PHONE: EMAIL:

WEBSITE:

@chrisjeromejames

07947187793 chrisjeromejames@gmail.com

www.chrisjeromejames.com

http://www.chrisjeromejames.com
http://www.chrisjeromejames.com


VIDEOGRAPHY PACKAGES

#1: HIGHLIGHTS £1,250

2 videographers documenting your wedding day. Filming on 
Netflix approved 4K cameras.

Up to 10 hours of coverage - from wedding prep to your 
evening reception

High quality post-production editing and colour grading

5-10 minute cinematic highlight video, showcasing the best bits 
from your day. Including parts of the ceremony + speeches

#2: FULL LENGTH £1,500

2 videographers documenting your wedding day.

Up to 10 hours of coverage - from wedding prep to your 
evening reception

High quality post-production editing and colour grading

30-40 minute cinematic highlight video, showcasing the best 
bits from your day.



VIDEOGRAPHY PACKAGES

#3: PRE-WEDDING SHOOT £750

1 videographer filming on Netflix approved 4K cameras.

4-6 hours of filming - from wedding prep to your evening 
reception

Up to 3 locations of choice and a variety of music options.

1-3 minute cinematic film.

#4: MINI DOC £1,750

2 videographers documenting your wedding day.

Pre-wedding shoot - Up to 3 locations (4-6hr shoot)

Up to 10 hours of coverage - from wedding prep to your 
evening reception

High quality post-production editing and colour grading

1-3min + 10-20min cinematic film, showcasing the best bits 
from your day whilst incorporating your pre-wedding shoot 
footage.



Optional Extras

VIDEOGRAPHY ADD-ONS:

1 minute social media edit

Engagement video session

Aerial drone videography

Raw footage (unedited sent on 
hard drive)

£750

£100

£150

£250

Full edited video of Ceremony and 
Speeches

£250

All packages are edited and sent within 14 days 
and provided digitally and on a USB.

Please get in contact if you would like to create a 
custom package, or want to enquire about 
destination weddings.


